Psychological assessment must ensure the equity and validity of interpretations and of any decisions taken as a result of them. Therefore, it is necessary to use bias-free assessment instruments capable of evaluating the personal and social needs of individuals with different characteristics. The study of possible bias in tests, or in some of their items, has been of great relevance in psychometric research over the last 30 years, and is likely to remain an important focus of interest for professionals and researchers involved in psychological and educational testing. The aim of this paper is to provide the applied psychologist with some background and guidelines in relation to bias, the concepts of differential functioning and impact, procedures for detecting item or test bias and the evaluation of its possible causes, with a view to improving the validity of psychological measurement.
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**BIAS, IMPACT AND DIF**

In this context, the presence of possible bias in the items making up a test is of prime concern in evaluating the validity of measurement instruments, validity being understood as the extent to which the empirical evidence and theoretical reasoning support the appropriateness of the interpretations based on the scores in accordance with the proposed uses of the test (Messick, 1989; Prieto & Delgado, 2010). Thus, when we state that a particular test is valid, what we are actually saying is that...
the score obtained has a specific meaning, assuming that this meaning is the same in the different groups for which the test has been validated. Nevertheless, in order to guarantee that a score on a test has the same meaning in different groups, it is necessary to carry out numerous studies that evaluate different evidence of the test's validity (APA, AERA, & NCME, 1999). The existence of bias in psychological measurement instruments can represent a serious threat to the validity of those instruments in which some of the items are benefiting certain groups of the population to the detriment of others with the same level in the trait to be measured. Likewise, an absence of bias in the items constitutes evidence of the degree of generalization of the interpretations based on the test scores for the different subgroups of one or several populations.

The issue of bias has been of considerable concern for researchers and professionals, especially in the wake of the controversy generated by Jensen’s (1969, 1980) studies. This author proposed that intelligence was hereditary, and hence, that the differences observed between racial groups were attributable to genetics. Such a claim obviously sparked lively discussions between the “nature” and “nurture” schools of thought. According to the latter, the explanation for the differences between the groups was to be found in the potential cultural bias of intelligence tests. At that moment, the role of psychometricians involved ascertaining the extent to which the differences between groups were due to real characteristics of the individuals in each group or to artifacts generated by the instrument itself. This debate gave rise to a new semantic conflict: cultural bias or different psychometric properties?

Bias refers to the injustice deriving from one or various items of the test on comparing different groups that occurs as a consequence of some characteristic of the item or of the test’s application context which is irrelevant for the attribute measured by the item; differences of psychometric properties, on the other hand, refer only to the item’s statistical characteristics. Today there is a consensus as regards the term bias, whereby it is assumed that the causes of certain items behaving differentially as a function of certain variables are either known or under study; however, in the majority of studies, all that can be inferred is that there are differences in the item responses obtained by examinees of equal ability. The appropriate term for this latter type of results, which refer only to psychometric properties, is Differential Item Functioning (DIF), after the work of Holland and Thayer (1988), who set out to distinguish between the two concepts.

Formally, it is stated that a given item presents DIF if at the psychometric level it behaves differentially for different groups. In other words, DIF indicates a difference in the functioning of the item (or test) between comparable groups of examinees, being understood as comparable those groups that have been matched with respect to the construct or trait measured by the test (Potenza & Dorans, 1995). Thus, an item presents DIF when groups of equal ability show a different probability of answering it correctly or in a given direction depending on the group to which they belong. In DIF terminology, the name focal group is given to the set of individuals, generally a minority, that represents the study’s focus of interest and which is normally the disadvantaged group, whilst the term reference group refers to a set of standard individuals, generally a majority, with which the focal group is compared. Nevertheless, the fact that a measurement instrument produces systematically poorer results in one group compared to another does not necessarily imply the presence of DIF, since there could be real differences between the groups in the trait measured by the test in question. In such cases we talk about impact (Camilli & Shepard, 1994) or valid differences (van de Vijver & Leung, 1997).

Having clarified the difference between bias, DIF and impact, let us imagine we are studying an item potentially biased against a minority group. How can we assess the presence of DIF? Logic would probably lead us to compare directly the scores on the item obtained by the minority group and by the rest of the examinees, and if we found differences, to say that the item is unfair to one of the groups. However, we cannot be certain whether the differences derive from the item bias or whether the ability levels of one group and the other are actually different. The concept of DIF sets out to deal with this question, so that DIF analysis compares item responses between groups only when the groups have been matched in level of the measured ability or trait by means of a matching criterion. Thus, it is essential to have a bias-free criterion; nevertheless, in the majority of situations the only available empirical evidence about the ability level of a examinee is the test itself (generally the total score), which is contaminated by the presence of items with DIF and which form part of the criterion together with the DIF-free items. Therefore, a problem endemic to DIF detection methods lies in the fact that their procedures are somewhat circular,
since the item studied also contributes to the definition of the matching variable for the groups. For reducing the effect of items with differential functioning, some purification techniques have been proposed which, in two stages or iteratively, remove from the criterion those items previously detected as presenting DIF (French & Maller, 2007; Gómez-Benito & Navas, 1996; Hidalgo & Gómez-Benito, 2003; Holland & Thayer, 1988; Navas-Ara & Gómez-Benito, 2002; Wang, Shih, & Yang, 2009).

**TYPES OF DIF**

Although there are various DIF taxonomies (see Hessen, 2003), one of the most widely used classifications, not least because of its simplicity, is that proposed by Mellenbergh (1982). This author distinguishes two types of DIF according to whether or not there is interaction between the level in the measured attribute and the group to which the individuals belong. In so-called uniform DIF there is no interaction between level of the measured trait and membership of a particular group, since the probability of responding to the item correctly (or in a particular direction) is greater for one group than for the other in uniform fashion across all the levels of the trait. In the case of non-uniform DIF there is such interaction, and the probability of each group responding correctly (or in a particular direction) to the item is not the same for all the different levels of the measured trait.

Within the framework of item response theory (IRT) (see Muñiz [2010] in this issue) the concept of Item Characteristic Curve (ICC) is proposed, of great utility for understanding in graphical fashion the diverse types of DIF. In dichotomous response items, ICC relates the probability of a correct response to the item (the y-axis on the graph) with the individuals’ level in the measured variable or ability (x-axis). Thus, an item does not present DIF if its characteristic curve for the focal group and for the reference group overlap (Figure 1a), a situation that occurs when both the difficulty parameter (position of the ICC on the ability scale) and the discrimination parameter (proportional to the slope of the ICC) show a similar value in each group. The item shows uniform DIF if its characteristic curve for the focal group and for the reference group do not overlap (Figure 1b), which occurs when the difficulty parameters are different, but the corresponding discrimination parameters remain equal in the two groups. Finally, non-uniform DIF is presented if the ICCs cross at some point. In this last case, Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) establish a second subdivision. Symmetrical non-uniform DIF would be represented by a central crossing of the ICCs at the ability level (Figure 1c), and occurs when the difficulty parameter remains constant and the discrimination parameters are different in the two groups, and is represented by an asymmetric crossing of the ICCs of the focal and reference groups (Figure 1d).

**DETECTION PROCEDURES**

From the late 1980s and throughout the nineties, the development and analysis of statistical methods and techniques for DIF detection and evaluation were the focus of research efforts, as a result of which the procedures employed gradually became more sophisticated. The principal methodological challenge was to develop procedures which, on the one hand, are sensitive enough to detect both uniform and non-uniform DIF, and on the other, do not confuse DIF with impact. Furthermore, a growing demand for techniques applicable to polytomous items (such as those which use Likert-type scales) gave rise to the development of procedures that were useful for this type of response format, generally deriving from extensions of their counterparts for dichotomous items.

Taking into account this initial distinction about the nature of the item response (dichotomous/polytomous), Potenza and Dorans (1995) classify the different methods according to the type of criterion used for matching the groups (observed score/latent variable) and to the
relationship between the score on the item and the matching variable (parametric/non-parametric). Based on this taxonomy, Hidalgo and Gómez-Benito (2010) offer a classification of all current procedures for the detection of DIF.

First of all, the ability level of the individuals can be estimated following two strategies: the first, the latent variable method, uses an estimation of the latent ability in the framework of item response theory, whilst the observed score method consists in using the observed total score on the test. A second criterion concerns how the item score at each ability level is estimated. One way of proceeding is to use a mathematical function that relates the item score with the ability level, such as the ICCs in Figure 1, which represent graphically the probability of obtaining a given score on the item according to the individuals’ ability level. As already mentioned, differences in the ICCs of the groups indicate DIF, and for this to occur, the parameters that define the corresponding ICCs must be different. Given that the curves are determined by one or more parameters in the mathematical function, this approach is referred to as the parametric method. On the other hand, the second strategy does not use any mathematical function to relate item response and ability level; rather, it simply takes into account the observed item score at each ability level for each group. In this case, the presence of DIF will be determined by the obtaining of differences between groups in the observed score, without taking into account any mathematical model (or, therefore, any parameters). For this reason this approach is known as the non-parametric method. Thirdly, the nature of the response type, dichotomous or polytomous, is considered. Given that in the case of polytomous items DIF can be present in the different response categories of the same item and not necessarily in the same direction or in all the categories, the techniques for dichotomous items are always computationally and conceptually simpler than the extensions for polytomous response items.

Techniques that employ the observed score on the test as a matching variable, assuming that this score is an adequate estimator of the individual’s latent ability, can turn out to be inaccurate in the detection of DIF mainly when the test contains items that vary in discrimination. However, the latent variable methods overcome this shortcoming through the increased sophistication of the mathematical models for estimating ability. An advantage of non-parametric methods, such as Mantel-Haenszel (MH) and SIBTEST, is that the model’s assumptions are weak, so that DIF is not usually confused with a lack of fit of the model. In the case of parametric methods, such as the procedures based on IRT, it is necessary to guarantee adequate estimation of item parameters in order to avoid such confusion, so that much larger sample sizes of the reference and focal groups are required than with non-parametric models.

There is a wide range of computer programs that permit the implementation of the majority of DIF detection procedures. Most are programs designed specifically for the detection of items with DIF, such as MH/DIF (Fidalgo, 1994), EZDIF (Waller, 1998a), DIFAS (Penfield, 2005) or EASYDIF (González, Padilla, Hidalgo, Gómez-Benito, & Benítez, 2009) for the MH procedure, and available free of charge from the program’s authors; DIF/DBF (Stout & Roussos, 1999) for the SIBTEST procedure, distributed through the Assessment System Corporation; RLDIF (Gómez-Benito, Hidalgo, Padilla, & González, 2005) for the Logistic Regression (LR) procedure, and which is about to come onto the market; and IRTLRDIF (Thissen, 2001), TESTGRAPH (Ramsay, 2000) and LINKDIF (Waller, 1998b) for procedures based on IRT, also freely distributed. It is also possible to use resources from standard statistical analysis programs, which require a licence for their use, such as SPSS (SPSS Inc., 2009) for MH, and LR, LISREL (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2006) or MPLUS (Muthén & Muthén, 1998, 2007) for procedures based on structural equation models.

A wide variety of studies have explored DIF detection techniques using data simulation design in both dichotomous and polytomous item. These studies basically analyze the variation in the rate of false positives or Type I error (detecting an item with DIF when in reality it has none) and of correct detections or statistical power (identifying an item with DIF when it actually presents it) under different simulation conditions, manipulating those variables that can supposedly modulate the corresponding detection rates (e.g., sample size, test contamination or type of DIF) and observing the changes that occur in them. Such studies generally conclude by make suggestions and recommendations about the conditions under which the procedure in question presents control of Type I error rate and adequate statistical power. A feature common to practically all of these studies is that they focus on the detection of DIF in a single item. It should be borne in mind that a test is obviously made up of a set of items, and that
the direction of the DIF in the various items of the same test may be different (some may favour the focal group and others the reference group), so that the individual effects of the DIF of the items cancel each other out on considering the test as a whole. Therefore, it is sometimes relevant to evaluate the so-called Differential Test Functioning (DTF) or to explore DIF in a subset of items. In this context, some techniques have set out to deal specifically with the study of DIF in tests or sets of items, such as SIBTEST in dichotomous items and POLYSIBTEST in polytomous items, or to approach the question from IRT, as proposed by Raju and his research team (Oshima, Raju, & Nanda, 2006).

EFFECT SIZE
Another type of study, also based on data simulation, advises the inclusion of effect size measurements as a complementor alternative to significance tests, with the view to increasing the magnitude of the effect observed and comparing the results obtained in different studies. It should be borne in mind that detecting an item with DIF through a test of statistical significance does not necessarily imply that its effect is notable; indeed, the effect may be of small relevance. In this regard, it is important to examine the magnitude of the DIF because the effects of the presence of items with DIF can be trivial, can cancel each other out or can actually call into question the decisions based on the test. The majority of DIF-detection techniques have proposed diverse measures. By way of example, Dorans and Holland (1993) present the Delta-DIF statistic for the MH procedure, and in the framework of LR, Zumbo and Thomas (1997) have suggested the increase in R²; Gómez-Benito and Hidalgo (2007) and Monahan, McHorney, Stump and Perkins (2007) have proposed using the odds-ratio as a measure of effect size, employing LR for dichotomous items, and Hidalgo, Gómez-Benito and Zumbo (2008) proposed the same measure for polytomous items. As a general rule, these works set guidelines or propose classification criteria that permit the interpretation of the values of DIF magnitude (not just the presence or absence of DIF), in line with the classification guidelines of the Educational Testing Service, which establish three categories: insignificant DIF (category A), moderate DIF (category B) and high DIF (category C). Items classified as type C should be reviewed and removed from the test, while those classified as types A and/or B can remain in the test.

CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE
Despite considerable progress in the development and optimization of DIF detection methods, the suitability of applying a given procedure in a specific situation still raises many questions. Within this network of research findings and techniques, the doubts usually boil down to the following question: which procedures do we use with our data? The decision to apply one technique or another tends to be based on diverse considerations, since there is so far no method appropriate for all situations. The variables usually taken into account includedifferences in the ability distributions of the reference and focal groups, the sample size of both groups, the type of DIF, the computational simplicity and availability of the computer programs, and the matching criteria for the groups, among others. And this complexity has led various authors to the conclusion that the most conservative option is to apply various DIF detection techniques and make the final decision to maintain, reformulate or remove the item according to the convergence or divergence between detection methods, taking into account the characteristics and peculiarities of each procedure. It seems evident that if various techniques coincide in their decisions, there is more certainty about the presence or absence of DIF, whilst if there is divergence between techniques we should focus our attention on the characteristics of the detection procedures employed. In any event it would be a case of accumulating evidence in one direction or the other, as in any procedure for the validation of an instrument.

Following the classification of detection methods based on the type of criterion for matching the groups (observed score/latent variable) and the relationship between the score on the item and the matching variable (parametric/non-parametric), we can identify four types of detection methods for both dichotomous and polytomous response items: i) observed score/parametric, ii) observed score/non-parametric, iii) latent variable/parametric, and iv) latent variable/non-parametric. As mentioned above, methods which use observed scores as an estimation of the individuals’ ability can be inaccurate when the matching criterion presents a high percentage of items that function differently, whilst latent variable methods can overcome this failing by increasing the mathematical complexity. But an advantage of non-parametric methods is that the assumption of the model are weak, so that DIF is not usually confused with lack of fit of the model, while with parametric methods it is necessary to ensure adequate model fit so as to avoid
such confusion, and hence much larger sample sizes are required than in the case of non-parametric models. Bearing in mind the general pros and cons of the different types of detection techniques, it might be recommended to make the final decision based on the application of one technique of each of the four existing types. For example, one option would be to use LR, MH, IRT and SIBTEST in the detection of dichotomous items. However, it would be necessary to take into account other aspects of the data that could explain possible divergences between detection methods.

The first of these aspects is related to sample size. If one works with small samples, it has been seen that LR and MH function adequately for dichotomous items (Muñiz, Hambleton, & Xing, 2001; Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990) and IRT does so (using the likelihood-ratio test) for polytomous items (Bolt, 2002). With more considerable sizes one can opt for other techniques, such as SIBTEST and POLYSIBTEST for the detection of dichotomous and polytomous items.

A second variable to be considered is the type of DIF. Some techniques have been designed specifically for the detection of uniform DIF, so that they may present certain difficulties for the detection of non-uniform DIF, whilst others have been proposed for the detection of both types of DIF. When the presence of non-uniform DIF is suspected it is preferable to use techniques that are sensitive to this type of differential functioning. Once again, with small sample sizes one can opt for LR with dichotomous items (Hidalgo & López-Pina, 2004) and IRT (using the likelihood-ratio test) with polytomous items (Bolt, 2002). For larger sizes one might choose other techniques, such as SIBTEST in the case of dichotomous items and multinomial logistic regression (Zumbo, 1999), or DIFIT (Oshima, Raju, & Nanda, 2006) in that of polytomous items.

It is also clear that the majority of methods currently used for detecting DIF require that the test to be analyzed contains a large number of items (e.g., more than 30) for the result to be reliable. But the questionnaires and surveys customarily used in the social and health sciences tend to have small numbers of items (between 5 and 30 items). On working with such short tests the reliability of the scores is lower, so that the measurement errors are greater. The DIF-detection effectiveness of methods such as LR or MH, which use the observed score on the test as a matching variable in the DIF analysis, can be seriously affected. The use of MIMIC models (Gelin & Zumbo, 2007) is an alternative. Given that most studies postulate that with the application of procedures for purifying the criterion there is a reduction of the false positives rate and an increase in the statistical power of various methods, the use of such purification procedures is advisable. Finally, as far as possible it is recommended to accompany detection rates with some measure of effect size.

**FAIR TESTS**

We have already mentioned how in the 1970s researchers in the USA began to question the use of tests for assessing different groups of individuals in an equitable way, and how the article by Jensen (1969) on the hereditary nature of intelligence intensified the debate between the nature and nurture camps. This controversy had considerable social and political repercussions, to the extent that tests indicating differences according to socioeconomic or racial characteristics were considered biased and unfair. Indeed, courts began to pass sentences invalidating decisions on employee recruitment or admission to educational institutions. One of the most relevant consequences was the so-called “golden rule”, which emerged from the agreement between the Educational Testing Service (the most prominent test company in the USA) and the Golden Rule insurance company, and according to which those items on which white examinees’ scores were 15% higher than those of black examinees were to be removed. Evidently, this rule, based only on the item difficulty index for different groups, could result in the removal of items with high discriminative power for the measured trait.

At that time the terms bias and injustice were considered equivalent, and there were no effective criteria for identifying whether the differential functioning of the test was due to actual differences in the trait or to artifactual differences deriving from the instrument employed. The opposition to the use of tests for making decisions affecting the employment and academic contexts also served as an incentive for psychometricians to make greater efforts to provide definitions and techniques for the detection of bias, giving rise to one of the most fruitful lines of psychometric research of recent decades. Thus, in the 1970s and 80s we see the emergence of the term “differential item functioning” as distinct from “bias”, the differences between DIF and impact are highlighted and detection techniques are proposed that permit the
differentiation of the two aspects. With the 1990s comes the explanation of DIF by means of the dimensionality of tests; thus, Ackerman (1992) distinguishes between objective ability (that which the test sets out to measure) and noise ability (which is not intended to be measured but which may influence the responses to some test items): DIF can be presented if the items in the test measure a noise ability in which respondents differ according to their group. Roussos and Stout (1996) refine the issue, changing the terminology to speak of secondary abilities rather than noise ability and distinguishing between benign DIF and adverse DIF. Benign DIF occurs when the secondary ability is an auxiliary dimension which the testers want to measure, and adverse DIF is found when the secondary ability is a noise ability.

In any case, and while it is crucial to provide statistical procedures capable of effectively detecting items with differential functioning, these do not in themselves offer an explanation of why the DIF occurs and whether or not it implies bias. It should not be forgotten that the presence of DIF is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for being able to talk about item bias: DIF exists when individuals of comparable ability but from different groups respond differentially to the item, while for bias to exist it is also necessary for those differences to be attributable to some characteristic of the item that has nothing to do with the attribute measured by the test.

Toward the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the new century, researchers began to stress the importance of analyzing the causes of DIF. In the context of test adaptation, the studies by Allalouf, Hambleton and Sireci (1999) and by Gierl and Khaliq (2001) point to some possible causes revolving around item format and content; Zumbo and Gelin (2005) also recommend the consideration of diverse contextual variables. However, Ferne and Rupp (2007), in a review of 27 studies that attempt to identify the causes of DIF, argue that the progress made is of scarce relevance. This may be one of the great challenges for DIF research today, and which merits the same determination in research efforts as the problems which, as we saw earlier, have already been solved. To this end it would be advantageous to carry out studies expressly designed for exploring the causes of DIF, and multidimensional theory can undoubtedly orient the search for causes toward those spurious abilities differentially distributed among the groups compared. Considering a result with DIF as evidence of bias involves explaining why the trait is multidimensional for a specific subgroup and setting out a reasoned argument for the irrelevance of the source of DIF for that trait (Camilli & Shepard, 1994).

Finally, as with any other aspect of validity, the analysis of DIF is a process involving the accumulation of evidence. Assessing and interpreting such evidence requires the rational judgement of experts, and there is no single correct answer. In this regard, we must appeal to the professional responsibility of those who use tests and increase our awareness with regard to the relevance of the metric quality of these instruments, with the ultimate aim of guaranteeing a fair and appropriate measurement process. As a preliminary step in the application of detection methods, Hambleton and Rogers (1995) drew up a list of indicators that may arouse suspicion of the presence of DIF – items that associate men with sport and women with the home, that use certain words whose meaning is more familiar for one culture than for another (food, games, illnesses, historical events, etc.), and so on. Moreover, Hambleton (2006) recommends both the developers and the users of tests to take into account previous research on DIF, which can provide information about the common characteristics of items with DIF, as well as on the peculiarities shared by items without differential functioning. Such information is crucial both for the development of new items and for alerting us to the possible presence of DIF in existing tests.

As Zumbo (2007) notes, methods for the detection of DIF and item bias are typically used in the process of item analysis on developing new measurement instruments, on modifying existing tests for a new assessment context or populations not considered in the instrument’s original design, on adapting tests to other languages and cultures, or on validating the inferences drawn from test scores. Clearly, then, the ambit of application of DIF analysis is broad, and covers the various phases of the design and adaptation of a measurement instrument. In Spain, where the majority of tests are imported, the analysis of DIF and bias is of particular importance in the adaptation of standardized instruments to our own language and cultural context. Under the auspices of the Spanish Psychological Association (Colegio Oficial de Psicólogos), a set of guidelines has been drawn up specifically for use in the creation and adaptation of tests, and in which DIF obviously has a prominent role (Muñiz & Hambleton, 1996).
No less relevant is the role of DIF in the latest Standards for educational and psychological testing (APA et al., 1999), which include DIF and bias analysis in the consideration of validity, and more specifically in relation to evidence based on the internal structure of the test. In sum, the decision on whether or not the result obtained in a study is evidence of bias can only be taken based on validity theory: knowing the theory underlying the test, the interpretation to be made of the scores, and the context in which the test is used; in this regard, the broadening of the content of validity permits studies on bias to approach the social perspective of the problem as one more facet of the process of validation of a test. The article by Prieto and Delgado (2010) in this same issue describes the validation process in more detail.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Readers interested in more in-depth knowledge about DIF detection techniques and the practical implications of the presence of DIF in test items might wish to consult the various theoretical reviews (Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Fidalgo, 1996; Gómez-Benito & Hidalgo, 1997; Hidalgo & Gómez-Benito, 1999, 2010; Osterlind & Everson, 2009; Penfield & Lam, 2000; Potenza & Dorans, 1995), which approach the study of the different techniques in narrative fashion, outlining the procedures, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of their application, and making some recommendations for their use.
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